
>> Newborn hero.
smart fortwo edition cityflame coupé and cabrio.
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We are pleased to take back your smart for environmentally friendly disposal in accordance with the European Union* (EU) Directive on End-of-Life Vehicles – but that day lies a long way off. To make it as easy as possible 
for you to return the vehicle, a network of companies exists which will take back your old car and dismantle and recycle it. You can return your vehicle to one of these companies free of charge. In this way you make a 
valuable contribution to closing the recycling loop and to saving resources. Further information on recycling end-of-life vehicles and the conditions of return is available at www.thesmart.co.uk.

Regarding the information in this publication: changes to the product may have been made after going to press on 15 November 2012. The manufacturer reserves the right to effect structural or design modifications, 
colour changes and changes to the scope of delivery during the delivery period, insofar as such changes or modifications are reasonable for the buyer in due consideration of the seller’s interests. Should the seller 
or the manufacturer employ codes or numbers to describe the order or object ordered, this alone shall not constitute a valid basis for the derivation of any rights. The illustrations may include accessories or options 
that are not part of the standard scope of delivery. Any colour deviations result from the printing process. This publication may also contain variants and services that are not available in individual countries. Information 
on statutory, legal and fiscal provisions and their consequences apply only to the Federal Republic of Germany at the time that this publication goes to press. Please refer any questions on the provisions that currently 
apply in other countries and their effects to your smart sales representative.
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smart infocenter
 (Call free from a landline. Charges for calls  
from mobile networks may differ from this.)

UK 0808 000 8080 (Freecall) 

IRE 1800 6574 21 (Freecall)



The pearlescent-effect body panels shine 
in exclusive flame yellow with a brilliance 
that rivals the city lights. The tridion safety  
cell in black provides a strong contrast 
and makes the body panels appear even 
more brilliant. Sporty 3-double-spoke 
alloy wheels in a gleaming black finish with 
wide tyres, and black door mirror caps and 
radiator grille add to the overall sporty 
impression. BRABUS H7 projection head- 
lamps with titanium- coloured surrounds  
and optional LED daytime running lights 
give the vehicle a dynamic ‘face’.

Look - 
it’s …!

cityflame!

Up there - that must be  
him! The guy who has a 
stranglehold on the city.

I’ll have to deal  
with him!

>> New energy for the city.
The smart fortwo edition cityflame is a power to be reckoned 
with. In blazing flame yellow, with contrasts in black and a 
challenging sporty look it has just one objective: to revitalise 
the city with its energy.

… energy!?

So much?  
So powerful?

devoid of all vitality,  
like a vampire’s victim.

The city is at  
my feet - still 
and dark.

Just the way I like it.

I’m Derek Dark, the Prince 
of Darkness. They call me 
a menace, the scourge of 
the city.

Although I only 
rob it of its …

There’s no 
way I can 
 ignore that!



The time  
has come …

>> Powerful inside as well.
Your pulse will start beating faster as soon as you get in: the interior welcomes you with a deep 
black, punctuated with contrasting accents in blazing flame yellow. The exclusive leather-look and 
fabric seats feature a striking leather-look yellow band around the backrest and seat cushion. 
On the black leather-look instrument panel the double stitching in flame yellow catches the eye. 
The leather-look kneepad also features a contrast of black and yellow. 

Hot looks without getting hot under the collar – the smart fortwo edition cityflame comes with air 
conditioning as standard for your very own feel-good temperature. In addition, the large panoramic 
roof (coupé), softouch  automatic gear programme and the audio system navigation/multimedia 
highline with 6.5" touchscreen display, Bluetooth® handsfree system, aux/USB, iPod® interface and 
CD/DVD/SD come as standard and further enhance the comfort. Gear shift paddles on the 3-spoke 
leather sports steering wheel with flame yellow stitching allow you to change gear 
motorsport-style.

Your journey 
ends here!

This is sure  
to hurt …

… but the 

is waiting for 
you!

 scrap yard

Come on,  
teach the scumbag  

a lesson!

cityflame!
If anyone is a match 
for Derek Dark,  

it’s cityflame!

I laugh in the face of 
his attack! Bring it on, 
Derek Dark!

?!!  
How can  
this be …



>> For heroes.
Are you already ablaze with enthusiasm for the 
smart fortwo edition cityflame? A test drive  
will show you just how much energy it has – either 
as a coupé or a cabrio. Your smart Retailer is 
looking forward to seeing you.

Just the 
way I like it.

No …

hrRGH!

my energy …  
it’s gone!

… and give back to 
my city what rightly 
belongs to it!

It breathes again like 
a living creature.

Its streets are arteries 
of light that pulsate 
 powerfully again, at last!

I flex my  
muscles, …

… show him  
his limits …

1 Centre part of backrest in black fabric.
2 In accordance with Directive 80/1269/EEC in its currently valid version.
3  The figures stated were determined in accordance with the stipulated measuring method (Directive 80/1268/EEC in the currently applicable version). The data does 
not relate to an individual vehicle and does not form part of an offer, but is intended solely for the purpose of comparison between the different types of vehicle.

>> Highlights of the edition cityflame.

In addition, the edition cityflame comes with the full equipment of the smart fortwo passion, including:

> softouch – automatic gear programme > Electric windows
> Air conditioning with automatic temperature control > Luggage compartment cover
> Panoramic roof incl. sunblind (coupé) > Audio system navigation/multimedia highline

Exterior:

>  body panels, side skirts and aprons in the special 
pearlescent effect colour flame yellow

>  tridion safety cell, door mirror caps and radiator 
grille in black 

>  Gleaming black 15" 3-double-spoke alloy wheels 
with wide tyres measuring 175/55 R 15 at the front 
and 195/50 R 15 at the rear

> cityflame logos in the mirror triangles

Interior:

>  Black leather-look and fabric seats1, with flame 
yellow leather-look bands in the backrest and seat 
cushions and flame yellow stitching

>  3-spoke leather sports steering wheel with steering 
wheel gear shift paddles and flame yellow stitching

>  Leather-look kneepad in black and flame yellow with 
stitching in flame yellow

>  Instrument panel in black leather-look with double 
stitching in flame yellow

71 bhp2 (52 kW) 84 bhp2 (62 kW)
petrol mhd petrol turbo

coupé / cabrio coupé / cabrio

Fuel consumption 3 in mpg
Urban cycle softouch 61.4/60.1 44.8/44.8
Extra-urban cycle softouch 70.6/68.9 68.9/68.9
Combined cycle softouch 65.7/64.2 57.6/57.6

Combined CO2 emissions 3 in g/km softouch 98/100 115/115

Pricing

Basic RRP excl. VAT £ 8,866.67/ £ 10,116.67 £ 9,283.33 / £ 10,533.33
Total RRP incl. VAT £ 10,640.00 / £ 12,140.00 £ 11,140.00/ £ 12,640.00
Road fund licence £ 0.00 / £ 0.00 £ 0.00 / £ 0.00
Rec. OTR price £ 10,995.00 / £ 12,495.00 £ 11,495.00 / £ 12,995.00


